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ABSTRACT 

The fuel behaviour of LMFBRs in the event of an accident has been 
tested in-pile in the SCARABEE program. These tests will be carried on 
in the framework of an international cooperation on irradiated fuels : 
this is the purpose of the CA3RI and SCARA3EE N programs. All chose 
studies should enable to assess safety margins between accident condi
tions and the technical specifications of the reactor. 

The purpose of this paper is not to analyze or to criticize present trends 
in fast reactor safety facilities. It is to explain how a logical set of simple 
observations has led us to the present state of the Cadarache in-pile experimen
tal safety program and how it may help us to find our way in a dense forest of 
both technical and psychological difficulties. The following brief considerations 
must be judged by taking into account the relatively recent participation of 
the speaker in this passionating area of research and development. 

We would like to recall once more well known features of fast reactor core 
behaviour under accident conditions. 

These cores may potentially gain large amounts of reactivity from sodium or 
steel expulsion and from fuel slumping. The only way to stop this diverging pro
cess is to disperse the fuel. Axial dispersion is the only way available before 
large releases of thermal energy and must therefore be considered with great 
attention. Small changes in the positive reactivity feedback induced by material 
motion may act strongly on the material motion itself and lead finally to very 
large changes in the energy released. The coherence or incoherence of material 
motion is largely sensitive to space heterogeneities of the initial state of the 
core such as refueling strategy, distribution of cladding and structure irradia
tion damages, peculiarities of sodium flow and temperatures, etc... 

The development of an accident is thus governed by a very large number of 
factors. A pessimistic set of parameters is generally adopted for a "mechanistic" 
containment design accident. Besides, in order to perfora an overall evaluation 
of all possible sequences of accidents and assess quantitatively safety margins 
a distribution function has to be attributed to each parameter or physical 
process. It is the reason why we speak hereafter of partially "random" processes. 

This means also chat we are faced with the necessity of a statistical 



description of core accidents, even within a particular family of accidents 
defined by the best possible knowledge of the initial conditions. 

The theoretical tools supporting this description must be validated on a 
consistent set of experiments. Their essential features will be discussed now. 

First, ve must avoid by all possible means to perform experiments which 
could behave essentially like random samples. The safest way to reduce the 
random sampling effect is to reduce the number of parameters involved in a 
safety experiment and to give special attention to those which are refractory 
co deterministic definitions. This last condition can only be checked by 
reproducibility tests. 

Second, the study of axial material motion within a subassembly constitut 
a very important part of in-pile experimental investigations and a major tool 
for safety based core improvements, suggested by designers. 

We will now see how these considerations are reflected in the present 
Fast Reactor Experimental Program at Cadarache. 

If we examine the parameters governing a safety experiment, we may observ 
that : 

- The power generation versus time is the most easy to control and the le 
affected by statistical uncertainties. At constant or slowly varying power, we 
find a large class of safety experiments called the SCASA3EE program, and reli 
ted to the first phase of LOF accidents. The analysis of power bursts during 
prompt critical excursions leads to Che CABRI program, related co che second 
phase of whole core LOF accidents and co TOP accidents. The CA3RI driver core 
is capable of short and intense power bursts reaching typically more than 
1,000 times the nominal power, initiated from sustained steady state linear 
power around 450 W/cm. 

- The sodium flow is less easy to control and strongly affected by randoa 
phenomena - as during boiling - and by the large range of potential thermo-
hydraulic boundary conditions. Great care has been taken both in CABRI and 
SCARABEE to avoid unrealistic external sodium loop behaviour. 

- The knowledge of the fuel in the bundle under test could be the most 
affected by statistical uncertainties due to behaviour under irradiation and 
pre-irradiation conditions, and, to a slighter extent, to fabrication. 

This explains why we have deliberately chosen to perform a large number 
of single pin experiments and to apply a progressive procedure to increase the 
number of fuel pins in SCARABEE experiments. 

This procedure appears as a possible way to avoid the contradiction 
between che increasing random bahaviour and che decreasing number of practical 
feasible experiments when the bundle size is increased. 

Parameters defining the fuel, like smear density, clad nature, and thick
ness, restructuration and pre-irradiation conditions are known to have a greac 
influence on the behaviour of the fuel pin during a safety test. The best way 
to combine these paramacers in a limited number of cests is still under 
discussion. A natural inclination co mock-up prototype power reactor fuel sees-
difficult to avoid. In che CABRI program, much of the tests will use "real" 
full length reactor grade mixed oxide fuel pins. They will be prc-irradiated 
in PHENIX or PFR under raalistic conditions. 

Before looking at our plans for the coming CABRI and SCARABEE N programs, 
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it may be useful to discuss briefly the knowledge already gained from the 
SCARA3EE I experiments, performed on fresh fuel pins from 1972 to 1974. The 
features of these experiaents are summarised in Table I. 

- This first set of safety experiments was characterized by a desire to 
explore situations which were, at that time, feared to be dangerous ones - like 
local overheating and local flow blockage - with only fresh fuel available. 

- These experiments have shown that fresh fuel pins are able to survive to 
quite large overpower and undercooling situations as veil as very strong local 
cemperature gradients. 

They have also shown Che usefulness of post-transient examinations ' either 
non destructive like neutronography, gamma spectrometer scanning, or 
destructive like autoradiography, metallography, etc... 

On che instrumentation side, they have shown that thermocouples fail quite 
easily, and are difficult Co locace wich accuracy. They have also shown that it 
would be wise to test transient sodium flow and pressure measurements in an 
out-of-pile full scale mock-up of the experimental loop. 

- Seven pin experiments have suffered from the radial power gradient due to 
the lack of a converter between the fuel bundle and the thermal driver core. 

- The analysis of SCARABEE I results is still underway under a tripartite 
cooperation agreement between Gesellschaft fur Kernforsçhung, United Kingdom. 
Atomic Energy Authority, and Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique. 

The lack of a specialized real time material motion monitoring system 
does make the analysis of some experiments quite difficult. 

The present five-year CABRI program, summarisad in Table II has been pre
pared since 1973, and will be performed from the end of 1976 under the shared 
responsibility of Gesellschaft fur Kernforsçhung and Commissariat 1 l'Energie 
Atomique, with the collaboration of United Kingdom Atocic Energy Authority and 
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation of Japan as junior 
partners. 

The program is roughly divided in three equal parts for fresh, middle-of-
life and end-of-life fuel, and for each of them in two equal parts for TOP and 
LOF investigations. Due to active theoretical and technical efforts of the 
participants, the details of this program are likely to change and will not be 
discussed here. 

Beside some features already mentioned, as steady state capability and 
short neutron life-time of the driver core, the CABRI reactor is characterized 
by its ability co perform cescs on typical power reaccor fuel pins. 

Among che carefully designed instrumentation, an improved hodosccpe 
developed by Gesellschafc fur Kernforsçhung will allow real-time material 
motion monitoring during power bursts as well as during loss of flov experiments. 

One of che most difficult planning problems to solve vas co compromise 
between the expected number of tests and the needs arising from above conside-
racions, for example reproducibility tests. 

The SCARABEE N program, summarized in Table III, is presently prepared 
under Conmissariat à l'Energie Atomique responsibility and expected co scare 
one year later than CABRI. 
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The most important features of the new SCARABEE facility are : 

- First, the implementation of a thermal to fast neutron converter which 
will provide flat radial power distribution for medium size bundles and has bet 
already checked experimentally in a mock-up of SCARABEE built in the EOLE 
facility at Cadarache for bundles up to 37 pins. 

- Second, the design of a material motion monitoring system based on 
accurate detection of overall and local neutron balance perturbations. 

Beside classical LOF experiments, provisions are made in the SCARABEE expe 
rimental program to deal with radial propagation problems - as subassembly to 
subassembly propagation - and with problems concerning the final stable dis
persed state - as melt-down and melt-through experiments with neutron heating. 

Ve will now consider the main short-term improvements of these facilities. 
Design studies are under way to increase CABRI-type driver core performances is 
order to enable the use of neutron converters and allow power bursts tests on 
reactor grade fuel bundles. 

Careful attention is given to studies concerning material motion monitorit 
devices as flash X-ray and pseudo-holographic imaging techniques. 

No satisfactory way to study in-pile gross radial fuel dispersion is pre
sently in sight : even the largest proposed sultisubassemblies experiments will 
suffer from severe deficiencies : 

- They will be far from proper height to diameter ratio 
- Their results will be very sensitive to radial boundary conditions 
- Their size will increase material motion monitoring difficulties 
- They will come close enough to reactor mock-up to enhance random effects 

and make the results difficult to analyze. 

These remarks will lead us to conclude with some reflections concerning tb 
future development' of fast reactor safety experiments. 

Their purpose is not only to help the safety analysis of a given core 
design, to assess the safety margins between accident conditions and system 
specifications, but also to test the modifications, suggested by the designers, 
which could significantly enhance the intrinsic safety of the reactor. 

Continuous communication between design, economics and safety people is a 
key element of success. To allow this, safety test facilities must be simple 
and flexible enough co be able to adjust "themselves" to the continuously 
changing and improving reactor development effort. 

Three to five years programs with overlapping schedules, run in multiple 
facilicies capable of being builc in half their life-time at a small fraction 
of a power reactor cost, appear the proper way to match future and difficulc-cc 
predict needs in fast reactor safety experiments. 

On the CA3RI program, Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique and Gesellschaft 
fur Kernforschung are doing their besc, with Che cooperation of United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority and Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corpo
ration to show chac chis way can be followed with success. 

The results already obtained by this cooperation make almost unnecessary 
to point out how greatly an early international coherent effort would improve 
the ability of safety people to achieve success. 
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TABLE II i 
I I 

Tentative CABRI program j 

i 
| 

Test series A : Analysis of unprotected severe reactivity accidents 
i 

Phase I (1977 until middle of 1978) 

Aim - fresh fuel (U02) results ! 
- familiarisation tests j 
- instrumentation.tests 

Main parameter : Energy input 

Phase II (middle 1978 until end of 1981) 

Aim - irradiated U0 2 / ? u 0 2
 f u e l r e s u l t s 

Main parameter : burn-up 
energy input 

Auxiliary parameter : pin power during preirradiation 

Test series B : Analysis of unprotected flow coast down accident combined 
with power transients 

Phase I (1977 until middle of 1978) 

Aim - as series A 

Main parameter ; flow coasc down 

Phase II (1978 until end of 1981) 

Aim - irradiated UO./PuO, fuel results 

Main parameter ; burn-up 
initial pin power 

Auxiliary parameter : pin power during preirradiation 



TABLE HI 

Tentative SCARABEE program 

Test series A : Analysis of bundle size effects on flow coast-down experiments 

Aim : fresh fuel (UO2) results 

Main parameter : Bundle size (1, 7, 19, 37 pins) 

Test series B : As series A, with irradiated fuel 

Main parameter : burn-up 

Test series C : Pin to pin propagation experiments 

Aim : inert and active blockage 

Main parameter : Bundle size 
Burn-up 

Test séries D : Sub-asseably to sub-assembly propagation 

Aim : Sub-asseably wall behaviour 

Main parameter : Wall properties (irradiation) 
bundle size 

Test series E : Extension of series D to melt-through or Belt-down with 
increasing amounts of fuel 


